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If tourism brings us together,
travel restrictions keep us apart.

 

– UNWTO SECRETARY-GENERAL
ZURAB POLOLIKASHVILI

https://www.unwto.org/news/tourism-can-promote-solidarity-un-secretary-general-antonio-guterres
https://www.unwto.org/news/tourism-can-promote-solidarity-un-secretary-general-antonio-guterres
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483,000

31% ANNUAL
INCREASE SINCE 2012

800,000

OUTBOUND CHINESE
MEDICAL TOURISTS IN
2020



TREATMENT TYPE 

essential vs. elective

WILLINGNESS TO SPEND

want to spend vs. have to spend



key segments

Generally less price
sensitive and willing to
travel long distance to
receive the most
advanced medical
technology and the best
renowned physicians
or surgeons.

QUALITY AT
ANY COST

VALUE FOR
MONEY

PRESCRIPTION
DRUG RUNS

GENERAL
CHECK UPS

Patients making trips in
the value for money
segment are searching
for better
treatment quality at more
competitive prices
compared to those
available in Mainland
China.

Mainland China suffers
from a lengthy queue for
product registration and
long approval
process for innovative
drugs and medical
devices.

Those who travel abroad
for medical checkups, or
to seek a second opinion
for initial diagnosis and
prognosis undertaken in
China, and are generally
combined with leisure
trips.



WHERE ARE THEY GOING?
ASIAN DESTINATIONS

Out of the 483,000 patients that left China for care
in 2015 less than 2 percent left Asia.





HEALTH TOURISM

STRATEGIC AREAS

SEGMENTS

Which segments of demand should be targeted
and how to attract them? 

PRODUCT / SERVICE

Where should the product / service focus on to
offer for patients?

PROMOTION AND PROMOTION
Where should the marketing and promotion
focus on for the target group, and why? Which
channels should be used?



implications for destinations

QUALITY
Deliver high-quality service as
Chinese tourists demand
excellence.

LANGUAGE
Have medical employees who
speak fluent Chinese rather
than relying on translators.

PRICE
Competitive price level . Not
all Chinese will pay top prices.



EXPERIENCES

Offer new experiences with
an element of

individualization. 



Have simple health tourism
visa or visa on

request policies.
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